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The theme safety in operations and logistic processes is usually already understood by those who 

act in the several supply chains, either by the compulsory attendance of the legislation and involved 

regulatory rules, by the obtaining of certifications, by the inspections developed by companies 

taking and/or providing logistic services, and also by systems and programs developed by class 

associations applied to the respective markets and products. 

 

The use of these important tools, if we can call them that, covers the processes under its scope, 

however, in more than two decades living the daily life of the logistic chain of several market 

segments, by the industry, by logistic operators, carriers and also class associations, hiring 

services, performing assessments, homologating, auditing, implementing and training, despite all 

the tools and investments, it is observed the lack of a robust system of management in distribution 

safety. 

 

It is not rare to experience the situation: What happened to the company such (or operation...), until 

last year it had an excellent performance, but in that year hard drop in performance, increase in 

deviations and accidents...?   

 

Even with all standards, certifications and evaluation systems in place, the results are not effective. 

 

It is significant the probability of the cause being in the fragility or even absence of a management 

system that consider all these tools, but which add content without double standards and rework, 

though Distribution Safety Management elements. 

 

Why Distribution Safety Management? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is an introduction to the theme, in the next One Page Aptalog we will share more content on 

Distribution Safety Management elements. Follow us through our website and LinkedIn. 

 

www.aptalog.com.br 

contato@aptalog.com.br  

linkedin.com/in/evandro-correa-3127091b  

Why Distribution Safety Management ? 

Save Lives Reduce Exposure to Risks 

Increase Productivity Reduce, Eliminate Losses 

Get Safe Behavior Culture 

Reduce Deviations and Incidents 

Reduce Costs 

Company Image Perpetuate the Business 
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